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We source and ingest in real time 
80,000+ trusted mainstream and 
longtail sources, from 200 countries, 
in multiple languages, so that no 
signal is left uncovered. 
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{ 
"title": "original title", 
"body": "original body", 
"language": "<non-English 
language code>", 
"<...>": "<...>", 
"translations" : { 
"en": { 
"body": "translated body", 
"title": "translated title" 
}
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More efficient and effective workflow 

to free up valuable employee time

Aggregate

Our research-powered NLP models 
enrich every article with 26 
datapoints, putting structure to the 
world’s unstructured news content, 
making it easy to search and analyze. 

Understand

Enhance your dashboards, apps, 
workflows, and models with our 
flexible and scalable delivery 
methods, including advanced search 
in our News API.

Deliver

What We Do For You

Enhance news discovery and analysis 

with accurate and flexible search

Improve Quality of Data  

An out of the box solution with ready to 

use content pipelines and licenses

Save Time, Money, and Effort Automate Manual Processes 

News provides mission critical information for organizations. But the global volume every day is 
overwhelming, resulting in missed events, misinformed decisions, and ineffective processes. AI-
powered News Intelligence aggregates the world’s news content, using NLP to understand what 
matters to your business, and delivering it to where you need it most.

News Intelligence Platform
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Solutions For

Risk Intelligence Media Intelligence! !

Augment risk monitoring processes and apps with a 
360° view of external threats

Identify and investigate emerging risks with 
advanced search and event detection

Transform workflows and build more accurate 
models with metadata and NLP enrichment

Proactively monitor what matters by evolving beyond 
keyword search 

Never miss a mention or event with comprehensive 
coverage and machine translation

Track media reaction with entity-level sentiment 
analysis



Features and Benefits
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Simplified Integration
We make it easy to aggregate, understand, and 
deliver news content at scale.

Flexible APIs SDKs in 4 Languages

Free 14 day trial

Extensive Documentation Clean JSON Output
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Broaden Your Trusted News Coverage  

Search for the News That Matters to You  

Structure the World’s News Using NLP 

Get Deeper Into News, When it Matters 

AYLIEN curates a cost-effective news content pipeline 
that you can trust, providing hundreds of thousands of 
articles every day, so you won’t risk missing any news:

We enrich every article with 26 data points using our 
proprietary natural language processing models, so the 
world’s news becomes manageable and easily explorable:

Our flexible News API makes finding the news that 
matters to you efficient, effective and accurate:

Go beyond simply searching for news with AYLIEN’s 
discovery and analysis features, helping organizations 
gain a deeper understanding of events in real time:

Over 80,000 trusted sources for clean and 
reliable content

A comprehensive selection of premium sources 
otherwise behind a paywall

Multilingual NLP in 5 languages with coverage 
across 200 countries

Add structure to every unstructured article for 
efficient and accurate searches

Extract tens of thousands of entities, 2,600+ 
categories, and metadata from every article

Positive, neutral, or negative sentiment scores at 
document and entity levels

Search news content in real time for up-to-the-
minute coverage and sub-second analysis on the 
exact news that matters to you

Advanced entity, category, and keyword search 
filters help you separate the signal from the noise

5 years of enriched historical content to inform 
your present and future

Detect events and topics of interest as they are 
developing, in real time, using AYLIEN’s clustering 
capabilities

Time series analysis to spot spikes in volume and 
sentiment of articles

Trend analysis to uncover how often topics are 
being discussed, or uncover unknown topics


